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Integration
Teneo is the hub of your practice, enabling  
you to expand treatment options and keep 
more patients in-house.

Design
Featuring clean, flowing lines and premium 
materials, Teneo promotes safe, healthy, 
and comfortable treatment for patients  
and practitioners alike.

Experience
Teneo inspires comfort, ease, and  
confidence the moment patients settle  
into the chair, allowing doctor and  
staff to work with utmost efficiency  
and productivity.

TENEO

Constantly evolving to meet your needs, Teneo is  
for clinicians who want the most modern and comfortable 
technology while maintaining the highest standards of  
quality and workflow. With a variety of equipment options  
for customization, Teneo is an investment in the future  
of your practice.

dstreatmentcenters.com/teneo
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n Transition to implant or endo procedures with a single touch: Built-in implantology 
and endodontic functions eliminate bulky, obtrusive tabletop units and time-
consuming setups while increasing productivity and profitability.

Integrated implantology

Integrated implant library streamlines 
workflow, while precise torque and speed 
control maximizes patient safety. Built-in 
peristaltic pump enables efficient delivery 
of sterile solution into surgical area.

Integrated endodontics 

ApexLocator, precise torque and  
speed control, along with the WaveOne® 
reciprocal file system and integrated  
file library, simplifies workflow and  
helps ensure the highest degree of  
clinical efficacy.  

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRAT ION

PROCEDURAL  INTEGRAT ION

COMMU N IC AT ION AND CONNECT IV ITY

CEREC® AI

CEREC AI (Acquisition  
Integrated) gives you  
immediate access to all  
CEREC functions via a  
separate arm and PC. 

Heliodent Plus

Smooth and steady tube 
positioning ensures clear,  
high-definition X-ray images.

Schick 33

Built-in USB port makes  
digital X-rays easy: Plug- 
and-play and you are  
ready to go. 

Information on-demand

Access to Windows Media Player, Sidexis 4, 
PowerPoint, intraoral camera images, and 
educational materials optimize workflows 
for increased productivity.

Digital connectivity

You can readily connect external USB 
devices to the treatment center, and 
also connect the treatment center  
to the office network for easy 
troubleshooting, simplified servicing, 
firmware/software updates and  
practice networking.

Sidexis 4

View your entire network through the 
HD monitor and control Sidexis 4 via the 
EasyTouch touchscreen for immediate 
access to patient records.
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n Clean lines, smooth surfaces, and premium materials make for a simple 

yet sophisticated appearance that is stylish and practical.

EasyTouch user interface

Fully customizable for the way 
you work, the easy-to-read 
touchscreen ensures intuitive 
and self-explanatory operation. 

Motorized chair lift

Allows patients of all ages and 
sizes to comfortably get in and  
out of the chair.

Premium materials

Lightweight, high-strength 
construction offers long-term 
durability and simplified surface 
cleaning and disinfection.

6 + 1 instrument positions

Six instrument positions on  
the delivery allow you to adapt  
the configuration to your 
requirements with an optional 
intraoral camera external 
placement as the 7th position.

Lounge upholstery

Soft-touch seating surfaces 
provide patients with a pleasant, 
cushioned, and supportive feel  
at any incline.

RosewoodPacificOrchid

Basalt

Carbon with 
red stitching

Carbon Dune
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e Ergonomically designed with integrated functions for a smooth,  

seamless workflow, Teneo ensures a healthy and comfortable  
procedural environment. Achieve optimal results from your  
first patient to your last.

INTU IT IVE  
SEAT ING

COMFORTABLE  
POS IT IONING

OPT IMUM  
V IS IB IL ITY

INTEGRATED 
WORKFLOW

Motorized track dentist element

Hands-free positioning of dentist 
element in the preferred ergonomic 
position for ideal workflow.

OrthoMotion & ErgoMotion

OrthoMotion permits the entire chair 
to be tilted without altering the angle 
between the seat and the backrest,  
while ErgoMotion reduces overstretching 
of the patient’s head, and eliminates 
compression of the spine.

Patient position memory 
& massage function

Individual sitting positions can  
be saved for each patient, and  
the active lumbar support and 
massage functions help patients  
feel calm and relaxed.

Motor-driven headrest

Allows optimal vertical mouth 
positioning for unencumbered  
access to treatment area and  
ensures a comfortable working  
position for the dentist  
and hygienist. 

LEDview Plus light

3-axis movement for ideal  
positioning and neutral light  
output allows you to clearly  
see all areas of the mouth  
and teeth without color  
shift or distortion.

Wireless foot control and  
4-way foot switch

For hands-free, multifunctional 
control of all EasyTouch display 
functions including endodontic  
and implant procedures.

Infection prevention

Built-in functions and adapters 
for automatic sanitization ensure 
maximum operatory safety at  
all times.

Patient communication

SiroCam AF+ captures detailed 
digital images that can be 
shown and explained to 
patients via the 22” HD monitor 
for improved case acceptance.



TENEO EQU IPMENT  OP T IONS TENEO OPT IONS

Hugo Carl

Booster cushion Cuspidor

Options for the patient chair

Patient-specific chair positions*
Motor-driven headrest with automatic 
patient specific headrest adjustment*

Lounge upholstery

Up to 6 programmable patient 
treatment positions

Lumbar support / massage function

Armrest

4-way foot switch

Wireless electronic foot switch

Booster cushion for small patients

Water unit

Automatic sanitization system

Suction hose cleaning with chemicals

Cuspidor

Purge function with autopurge

 Base Model

 Optional
 
 I = Implant Package
E = Endo Package
C = Communications Package

Dentist element

Sprayvit M syringe with light & water heater

BL ISO C electric motor

BL Implant electric motor I 
Additional BL ISO C electric motor

Turbine hose

SiroSonic TL ultrasonic handpiece

Implantology function I 

Endo function with WaveOne® reciprocal file 
system and integrated ApexLocator E 

ApexLocator with display on Sivision monitor* E 
Integrated pump for saline solution

USB interface

Hands-free operation with cursor control

Contra-angle handpiece T1 
Line Endo 6 L with light E 

Implant 20:1 handpiece I 

Assistant element

Surgical suction device

Sprayvit M syringe with light

Suction device

Saliva ejector

HVE suction hose with slide

Digital communication

SiroCam AF+ C 
22" monitor on the light support system C 
Cable set for PC connection C 
Sidexis 4

PC interface via EasyTouch

Remote diagnosis

Stools

1st stool, Hugo Manual**

2nd stool, Hugo Manual Plus**

Additional options

Tray with support arm

LEDview Plus operating light

Heliodent Plus mounted on light post***

CEREC AI mounted on light post***

*Available with Sidexis 4.
**Hugo stools can be substituted with  
the Carl model.
***Heliodent Plus and CEREC AI cannot  
be combined.
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“ My fully integrated office  
allows me to provide specialty  
treatments at a high clinical  
level and provides the patient  
a better experience.”

“ The Teneo story is  
pretty powerful. It  
reduces chairtime for  
the patient with a 
streamlined workflow.”

 — Dr. Sam Bollwinkel

 — Dr. Ryan O’Neill

When your dentistry is extraordinary, 
your treatment center is Teneo.

LEDview PLUS

With four different spotlights, 
seven intensity levels, three color 
temperature settings, and cure-safe 
mode, the LEDview Plus delivers 
accurate and precise illumination 
to maximize the view of the oral 
cavity from any position.

CONNECTIVITY

View your entire network through 
the monitor. Control Sidexis 4, 
Windows Media Player, and more 
via the EasyTouch touchscreen.

SANITIZATION

All instrument lines, including  
all vacuum, can be connected  
to the integrated sanitization  
system for periodic cleaning  
and monthly sanitization.

IMPLANTOLOGY

No need for a separate tabletop 
unit —with Teneo, implantology 
is part of the package—allowing 
you to seamlessly incorporate 
your Galileos-CEREC® integration 
workflow.

SIROCAM AF+ CAMERA

With its sophisticated autofocus 
technology, SiroCam AF+ delivers 
high resolution and excellent  
detail reproduction. At the touch 
of a button, the image is  
automatically focused in just  
a fraction of a second.

ENDODONTICS WITH 
APEXLOCATOR

Integrated endodontics makes 
tabletop units unnecessary and, 
along with precise torque control, 
also offers an ApexLocator for the 
highest degree of clinical safety.


